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Where to get coffee, chill, drink, eat & party 
during Dreamforce 2014

Coffee spots:

5. Blue Bottle Coffee is a San Francisco staple, and won’t 
      be as crowded as some cafes around Moscone.

6. You can never go wrong with a cup of Peet’s Coffee.

7. Another local favorite is Philz Coffee, where the most 
     popular drink is the iced Mint Mojito coffee, complete 
     with a fresh mint leaf on top. 

8. It doesn’t get much more hip than two-story, industrial-style 
     Sightglass,  where you can brew your own cup of coffee. 

Get Drinks:

9. The W Hotel has two bars - Living Room (daytime) and 
      Upstairs (nighttime) so you can enjoy fun drinks at all hours.

10. If you’re in the mood for some craft brews, ThirstyBear 
  Brewing Company has great beer and Spanish Tapas.

11. Feeling fancy and in need of an epic view? Go to The View.
       Seriously, it lives up to the name.

12. It is October, afterall. The playoffs are here! So Drink a few 
        while watching some (Giants) baseball at Jillian’s. 

Where to chill:

1.  Don’t mind a big crowd? Take in some sun on the 
      rooftop at Yerba Buena Gardens.

2. If you’re looking for a break from the mass, check out 
      the fountain at 303 2nd Street Plaza.

3. Is it a greenhouse or a gallery? You be the judge. 
      101 2nd street is a relaxing space to take a breather.

4. If you’d rather pamper your feet after walking around 
      Moscone all day, treat yourself at Burke Williams Spa.

Grab a bite:

13. You can’t go wrong with wood-fired pizza, right by Moscone, 
        you can’t go wrong with Zero Zero.

14. It isn’t exactly Mission-style burritos, but Tropisueño has an 
        awesome atmosphere and delicious guacamole.

15. Garaje is always lively, packed and totally worth the crowd. 
        Burgers, tacos and sangria all share the tax-free menu. 

16. Only two words are needed for describing HRD Cafe:
        Kimchee. Burrito.

17. Cheap, delicious and with Gyros galore, Ayola may not look like much      
  from the outside but this Greek cuisine is always amazing.
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Party Hard:

18. Dreamforce keynotes are notoriously crowded.        
  Watch them in comfort and style at VIEWspot 
        at ERPcentral @SPUR on October 14.

19. You can’t miss the Dreamforce Gala benefiting       
  UCSF. Bruno Mars is performing this year, so come  
  sing along at the Civic Center Plaza on October 14.

20. If you want to go to the ultimate DF after-party,    
   come to RUSH at Roe Nightclub on October 15.

21. Bloody marys, check. Mimosas, check. Charge and  
  refuel on October 16 at REHAB at ERPcentral @SPUR.                
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